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“Novus Auctores” …….. “Inititium Novum” 
 
Coming into this general meeting, First Monetary can already count one 
milestone achievement we can all raise a glass to (and will). This year, 
the company we built together marks a very significant anniversary.  
Together, we have been bound longer than most present day marriages.  
By captive standards, FM ranks as the figurative equivalent of 
Methuselah in terms of its longevity.  
 
I vividly recall a crisis 30 years ago when a band of 21 bankers -- all 
painted with the same negative broad brush simply because they were 
community financial institutions -- were denied D&O insurance coverage by the commercial 
insurance market.  They came together in a room with me to discuss the plight and agreed to 
“mutually” pool resources.  As a group, we fleshed out the concept for an organization that 
quickly became -- US!  
 
A common core, common good, common sense combination came to define our operations and 
bind FM’s membership tightly.  That winning formula has successfully sustained us all this time.  
The intervening years saw many iterations of our product line, but every addition aimed to satisfy 
one purpose – “Protego Decisio Factorem Intus Communitas Ripa” -- protect decision makers 

at community banks.  Throughout our evolution, we steered by a compass aligned to an 
unchanging business philosophy -- conservative and stable cost underwriting. .  
 
As we welcome the dawn of a new decade in First Monetary’s continued development, the light 
it casts warmly radiates many new faces.  The two Latin phrases that appear in the heading -- 
“Novus Auctores” and “Inititium Novum” – translate to “New Founders” and “A New Beginning.” 
They reflect the current profile reality of our company. Thirty years post-founding, we’re looking 

at an entirely different group of members and leaders, working to strengthen it with bolstered 
reserves and a fresh package of products and services. While much has changed over time, 
much remains the same.  Fundamentally, FM’s mission, purpose and philosophy are unaltered. 
As related in our two previous shareholders meetings, we have adhered to and let them carry 
us to the far side of another changing tide and a place where floodwaters could be found.  
 
That brings us to discussion of today.  Where do we find ourselves and what comes next?  
 
Just as First Monetary’s original set of founders came up with an idea to make D&O insurance 
available when none was available, modern-day successors are pushing their own -- swapping 
the letters “IAP” for “D&O”.  This time, the threats are instead hefty gaps in PERSONAL 
protection conventional domestic insurers and bank indemnity programs cannot fill.  FM’s new 
Institution Affiliated Party policy was crafted to help close them. 
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Moving to address a growing risk that has fast become integral to aggressive regulatory 
enforcement, First Monetary spent the past two years making requisite business arrangements, 
securing reinsurance, drafting coverage documentation and perfecting a delivery infrastructure. 
Overcoming one significant start-up roadblock, we even innovated a first-of-its-kind offshore 
payment mechanism.  With these fundamental tasks behind us, we have now launched our IAP 
product and are introducing it to a completely new market segment – individual Directors.  Sixty-
five policies have quickly been placed and our new administrative support systems are 
performing flawlessly.   
 
Given that our immediate market has thus far not been directly touched by risks against which 
IAP policy coverage insures, an expectation for stampedes to secure it would be unrealistic, 
though the threats are universal and very real.  Educating prospective purchasers about them is 
a prime factor in promotion.  Awareness will rise as word spreads and stories of new claims 
circulate.  As part of this effort, Keith A. Clark and Paul A. Adams of Shumaker Williams, P.C. 
and I will attend PACB meetings this September to build the case and directly call attention to 
the major issues.  As is always the situation, the only good time to secure protection is before a 
loss is sustained.    
 
One notable “tweak” in terms of coverage terms could facilitate this drive.  Attendant to the 2015 
renewal of First Monetary’s Lloyd’s of London reinsurance treaty, an agreement was reached to 
increase limits under the standard policy offering from the original $30,000 to $50,000 -- with no 
change in base cost.  The small deposit premium increase accompanying the change follows 
ten years of flat-rate stability and an accommodating deferral on the part of our carrier for an 
increase requested last cycle. 
 
The various tables accompanying this report and appearing in your AGM package present no 
unanticipated surprises.  Investment earnings, trust returns, claims volumes, expenses and 
membership participation figures are very much in line with budgeted projections.  A $100,000 
dividend was declared as anticipated.  Assets are secure and cash flows sufficient to carry out 
the current business plan, though pressures may reassert themselves beyond 2015.  We will 
have a fuller picture by the time we sit down to year-end planning.  
 
To all who had hands or played parts in our rejuvenation effort, and to every “Novus Auctores” 
who furnished their continued confidence and support, we extend our sincere appreciation.  
 

Warmest Bermudaful Regards, 
 
 

 
 

Frank J. Shashaty, CPCU 
President & CEO 

First Monetary Mutual Limited 
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